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How to use the Smart Remote

How to use the wall
iPad in the
living room
The iPad is used as a security pass to grant access to
persons at the door by clicking on the Door Bird app
on the iPad, with an icon that allows you see or
speak to the person at the door
The iPad works as a smart control switch for the
apartment to turn on/off all lights and watch TV. Be
sure to choose the desired area of the apartment on
the iPad such as Living room, Masters bedroom,
Guest bedroom, Cinema, Kitchen or Dining area
before carrying out this process.
To play music with the iPad, ensure you are
connected to the internet in the apartment.
Password: dothemost 21
Next, ensure that air play on the iPad is on and
connected to display speakers located in the
apartment.
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How to use the wall iPad
in the living room

Ensure airplay on your iPhone is also on and
connected to show speakers located in the
apartment
Go to your local music playlist on your phone and
play your favorite tunes
Kindly note that you can choose what speakers in the
apartment you wish to play your songs from by clicking
on your preferred area
For android users, kindly download and install the
app LITHE AUDIO. Connect to the Wiﬁ and open
to show all 5 speakers located in the Master
bedroom, Living room, Guest Bedroom, Kitchen,
Dining room and Cinema
Go to your local playlist and play your favourite
tunes while connected to the speakers in your
desired area
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Lights and Switches

Kindly pick up the AC remote from the holder on
the wall and point toward desired AC to switch
on/off
Kindly pick up the curtain remote from the holder
on the wall and point toward desired curtain to
open/close
To switch on/off the water heater, kindly use the
switch by the bathroom door labeled “WATER
HEATER”
Kindly follow labels to ﬁnd light switches
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How to use Alexa
System
Kindly say the following commands to perform
various functions with the Alexa automated
system
Alexa, turn on living room spotlights
Alexa, turn on dining lights
Alexa, turn on kitchen lights
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How to use the
Smart Remote
You will ﬁnd a Black remote plugged in and
charging on the bedside lamp in the master
bedroom and a replica in the living room, these
are used to operate the TVs, Cinema screen and
lights. Follow these instructions to make use of the
remote
Ensure you are facing your desired screen
before clicking on the options available, that is,
Living room, Guest bedroom, Masters
bedroom, or Cinema screen
To watch Tv click on “Watch” icon to show
the following options: DSTV 1,DSTV 2,
Playstation 5, APPLE TV for Netﬂix,
Youtube, Apple tv and more

Change Rooms

Watch

Change Rooms

Watch

Listen
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How to use the
Smart Remote
To switch off and on lights kindly click on the light icon to
show spot light, closet light and cove lights. However ensure
you are in the desired location before clicking on the options
available that is Living room, Kitchen, Dinning, Masters
Bedroom, Guest bedroom or Cinema

Listen

Lighting
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How To Use The
Washing Machine
Gently open the door, load in laundry and
shut the door
Slide the detergent compartment outwards
and pour in the desired amount of detergent
in the ﬁrst compartment on the left. Add
bleach in the center compartment only if
washing white garments
Turn the knob to select fabric type and wash
time
Push the Play button to start washing; push
same button to pause washing if you need to
Machine will stop automatically once wash
and spin time has elapsed, do not force the
door open while machine is still washing or
spinning
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How To Use The
Microwave
Press this button to open the microwave, place
your food in and shut the door
Press the power button
Press the stop button
Turn the knob to set the number of minutes
you prefer
Choose the degree from 90,180,360,600 or 900
Press start
Do not heat food along with cutlery, this is a
ﬁre hazard
Do not use the microwave to dry food
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How To Use
Electric Cooker
Place your pot or saucepan on the burner you wish to use
Press hard on the power button to turn on the cooker, once
it is on it will detect the burner where the pot or saucepan is
placed
Set your desired number of minutes by pressing the
plus(+) or minus(-) sign and it will begin to cook. Increase
or reduce the number of minutes while cooking by pressing
the same signs. Speed up cooking by pressing the boost icon
If the food gets cooked before the set time elapses, simply
take it off the burner; the remaining minutes will
automatically countdown till zero
Once you begin cooking, gently pull out the heat extractor
above the cooker to extract heat. You will ﬁnd a light switch
on one side of the hood for better visibility and a switch on
the other side to speed up or slow down heat extraction
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How To Use
Electric Cooker
Ensure you press hard on the power button to turn it off
after cooking
If you have kids or guests and want to prevent them from
tampering with the settings while cooking, simply press the key
icon to lock all functions and press again to unlock
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How To Use Fridge

Open the door and press the power button at the
top to turn the fridge on/off
To increase or decrease cooling, press the buttons
numbered 2-8
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ALEXA COMMANDS
How to use Alexa to power the house
Kindly say the following commands to
perform various functions with the Alexa automated system

Good morning Alexa - To turn on all lights, TVs, Air conditioners, Water
heater and open the curtains
Alexa, I’m home - To turn on all lights, TVs, Air conditioners, Water heater,
Open the drapes
Alexa, turn on/off living room spotlights
Alexa, turn on/off living room AC
Alexa, turn on/off living room TV
Alexa, open/close living room curtain
Alexa, turn on/off dining lights
Alexa, turn on/off dining room AC
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ALEXA COMMANDS
How to use Alexa to power the house
Kindly say the following commands to
perform various functions with the Alexa automated system

Alexa, open/close dining room curtain
Alexa, turn on/off cinema strip lights
Alexa, turn on/off cinema spotlight
Alexa, turn on/off server room spotlight
Alexa, turn on/off guest room spotlight
Alexa, turn on/off guest bedroom bedside light
Alexa, turn on/off kitchen spotlight
Alexa, turn on/off kitchen pendant light
Alexa, turn on/off master bedroom spotlight
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ALEXA COMMANDS
How to use Alexa to power the house
Kindly say the following commands to
perform various functions with the Alexa automated system

Alexa, turn on/off master wardrobe spotlight
Alexa, turn on master toilet light
Alexa, open/close master bedroom curtain
Alexa, turn on/off master bedroom AC
Alexa, turn on/off master bedroom TV
Alexa, turn on/off guest room TV
Alexa, turn on/off guest room AC
Good night Alexa - To turn off all lights, TVs, Air
conditioners, Water heater and close the curtains
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How to use the Smart Control Switch
The smart control comes with a smart screen and smart
switches with 3 basic functions which are

Turn on/off light
Turn on/off Ac
Open/close drapes For living room and guest
bedroom only
Smart switch for the masters bedroom have 3 basic
functions
Turn on/off light
Open / close drapes
Turn On/ Off Tinted glass
Smart switch for the cinema turn on/off lights
only in the cinema
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How to use Smart Screen
Swipe right to see numerous functions like
Water heater ( turn on/off after use)
Pendant lights (turn on /off)
Ac (power off/on)
Zoom in/out to open and close curtains on smart screen
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How to play Music with our Multi
set speakers For android users
Download and install app sound touch
Log in details will be provided to show speakers in the living
room, guest bedroom, masters bedroom and cinema.
( croxleyﬂatn@gmail.com password Dixeritis123)
(croxleyﬂato@gmail.com password Dixeritis123)
Click on the bluetooth icon on the app
Next go to bluetooth settings to pair speakers in areas
mentioned
Ensure you are connected to the internet in the apartment ﬁrst
Click on play all to connect all speakers to a tune or select a
speaker to play a particular song
Go to local playlist and play your songs
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For IOS Users
Ensure you are connected to the internet
in the apartment
Go to airplay and connect to show
speakers in the living room, guest bed
room and masters bedroom
Select all speaker to play your songs
Go to your local playlist
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How To Use The Washing Machine
Gently open the door, load in laundry and shut the
door
Slide the detergent compartment outwards and
pour in the desired amount of detergent in
the ﬁrst compartment on the left. Add
bleach in the center compartment only if
washing white garments
Turn the knob to select fabric type and
wash time
Push the Play button to start washing;
push same button to pause washing if
you need to
Machine will stop automatically once wash and
spin time has elapsed, do not force the door open
while machine is still washing or spinning
When wash time is complete, gently open the
door to ofﬂoad washed laundry
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How To Use The
Microwave
Press this button to open the microwave, place
your food in and shut the door
Press the power button
Press the stop button
Turn the knob to set the number of minutes
you prefer
Choose the degree from 90,180,360,600 or 900
Press start
Do not heat food along with cutlery, this is a
ﬁre hazard
Do not use the microwave to dry food
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How To Use
Electric Cooker
Place your pot or saucepan on the burner you wish to use
Press hard on the power button to turn on the cooker, once
it is on it will detect the burner where the pot or saucepan is
placed
Set your desired number of minutes by pressing the
plus(+) or minus(-) sign and it will begin to cook. Increase
or reduce the number of minutes while cooking by pressing
the same signs. Speed up cooking by pressing the boost icon
If the food gets cooked before the set time elapses, simply
take it off the burner; the remaining minutes will
automatically countdown till zero
Once you begin cooking, gently pull out the heat extractor
above the cooker to extract heat. You will ﬁnd a light switch
on one side of the hood for better visibility and a switch on
the other side to speed up or slow down heat extraction
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How To Use
Electric Cooker
Ensure you press hard on the power button to turn it off
after cooking
If you have kids or guests and want to prevent them from
tampering with the settings while cooking, simply press the key
icon to lock all functions and press again to unlock
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How To Use Fridge

Open the door and press the power button at the
top to turn the fridge on/off
To increase or decrease cooling, press the buttons
numbered 2-8
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ALEXA COMMANDS
How to use Alexa to power the house
Kindly say the following commands to
perform various functions with the Alexa automated system

Good morning Alexa - To turn on all lights, TVs,
Air conditioners, Water heater and open the
curtains
Alexa, I’m home - To turn on all lights, TVs, Air
conditioners, Water heater, Open the drapes
Alexa, turn on/off living room spotlights
Alexa, turn on/off living room AC
Alexa, turn on/off living room TV
Alexa, open/close living room curtain
Alexa, turn on/off dining lights
Alexa, turn on/off dining room AC
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ALEXA COMMANDS
How to use Alexa to power the house
Kindly say the following commands to
perform various functions with the Alexa automated system

Alexa, open/close dining room curtain
Alexa, turn on/off cinema strip lights
Alexa, turn on/off cinema spotlight
Alexa, turn on/off server room spotlight
Alexa, turn on/off guest room spotlight
Alexa, turn on/off guest bedroom bedside light
Alexa, turn on/off kitchen spotlight
Alexa, turn on/off kitchen pendant light
Alexa, turn on/off master bedroom spotlight
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ALEXA COMMANDS
How to use Alexa to power the house
Kindly say the following commands to
perform various functions with the Alexa automated system

Alexa, turn on/off master wardrobe spotlight
Alexa, turn on master toilet light
Alexa, open/close master bedroom curtain
Alexa, turn on/off master bedroom AC
Alexa, turn on/off master bedroom TV
Alexa, turn on/off guest room TV
Alexa, turn on/off guest room AC
Good night Alexa - To turn off all lights, TVs, Air
conditioners, Water heater and close the curtains
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How to use the Smart Control Switch
The smart control comes with a smart screen and smart
switches with 3 basic functions which are

Turn on/off light
Turn on/off Ac
Open/close drapes For living room and guest
bedroom only
Smart switch for the masters bedroom have 3 basic
functions
Turn on/off light
Open / close drapes
Turn On/ Off Tinted glass
Smart switch for the cinema turn on/off lights
only in the cinema
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How to use Smart Screen
Swipe right to see numerous functions like
Water heater ( turn on/off after use)
Pendant lights (turn on /off)
Ac (power off/on)
Zoom in/out to open and close curtains on smart screen
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How to play Music with our Multi
set speakers For android users
Download and install app sound touch
Log in details will be provided to show speakers in the living
room, guest bedroom, masters bedroom and cinema.
( croxleyﬂatn@gmail.com password Dixeritis123)
(croxleyﬂato@gmail.com password Dixeritis123)
Click on the bluetooth icon on the app
Next go to bluetooth settings to pair speakers in areas
mentioned
Ensure you are connected to the internet in the apartment ﬁrst
Click on play all to connect all speakers to a tune or select a
speaker to play a particular song
Go to local playlist and play your songs
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For IOS Users
Ensure you are connected to the internet
in the apartment
Go to airplay and connect to show
speakers in the living room, guest bed
room and masters bedroom
Select all speaker to play your songs
Go to your local playlist
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How To Use The Washing Machine
Gently open the door, load in laundry and shut the
door
Slide the detergent compartment outwards and
pour in the desired amount of detergent in
the ﬁrst compartment on the left. Add
bleach in the center compartment only if
washing white garments
Turn the knob to select fabric type and
wash time
Push the Play button to start washing;
push same button to pause washing if
you need to
Machine will stop automatically once wash and
spin time has elapsed, do not force the door open
while machine is still washing or spinning
When wash time is complete, gently open the
door to ofﬂoad washed laundry
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How To Use The
Microwave
Press this button to open the microwave, place
your food in and shut the door
Press the power button
Press the stop button
Turn the knob to set the number of minutes
you prefer
Choose the degree from 90,180,360,600 or 900
Press start
Do not heat food along with cutlery, this is a
ﬁre hazard
Do not use the microwave to dry food
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How To Use
Electric Cooker
Place your pot or saucepan on the burner you wish to use
Press hard on the power button to turn on the cooker, once
it is on it will detect the burner where the pot or saucepan is
placed
Set your desired number of minutes by pressing the
plus(+) or minus(-) sign and it will begin to cook. Increase
or reduce the number of minutes while cooking by pressing
the same signs. Speed up cooking by pressing the boost icon
If the food gets cooked before the set time elapses, simply
take it off the burner; the remaining minutes will
automatically countdown till zero
Once you begin cooking, gently pull out the heat extractor
above the cooker to extract heat. You will ﬁnd a light switch
on one side of the hood for better visibility and a switch on
the other side to speed up or slow down heat extraction
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How To Use
Electric Cooker
Ensure you press hard on the power button to turn it off
after cooking
If you have kids or guests and want to prevent them from
tampering with the settings while cooking, simply press the key
icon to lock all functions and press again to unlock
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How To Use Fridge

Open the door and press the power button at the
top to turn the fridge on/off
To increase or decrease cooling, press the buttons
numbered 2-8
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